New Age Appeal

Ashwani and Associates, a Tax & Auditing firm, spanning 15000 sq. ft. across three storeys, is a teak stone cladded, commercial building, conceptualised and designed by Jimmy Mistry & Pearl Mistry with meticulous attention to its execution, using Della by Jimmy Mistry products.

A bio wall extends to two floors providing a facelift to entire interiors. Marble flooring in the reception area, chandeliers that complement the modern theme, a contemporary lounge area offset by a striking orange sofa, and eccentric yellow lounge chairs and accent tables. The black and white lunchroom with minimalist cafeteria furniture, the red library with white display units and vibrant red chairs extend the new age appeal, while a resplendent console with a jaguar sculpture creates an unconventional office space.

The office cabins have been outfitted with high-gloss sophisticated desks with automation and high back ergonomic chairs, wireless i-phone charging and in-built USB charging, and a tv panel, all under the incandescent glow of origami bird-shaped lighting, while indoor plants at the atrium that brings in natural workstations bring in the natural flavour of the outdoors.

On the second floor, the senior management cabin comprises a desk, a complementing credenza that accommodates a finger-scan safe and a meeting area for eight with ergonomic chairs, all of which have elements of gold. The quilted high-back executive chair has a plush leather seat resting on a golden base adhering to the regal gold theme. The cabin is adorned with flute chandeliers and black accent chairs overlooking an electric fireplace embedded in the display unit showcasing a black and gold theme. The executive lounge has a tufted sofa with a marble accent, marble top tables, plush leather chairs and a view of the vertical garden in the atrium that brings in natural light.

From the modern reception and vibrant lounge to its libraries and state-of-the-art cabins, the entire interiors including furniture and lighting to décor have been curated by us bringing to life an innovative genre coalescing earthy wooden tones with the touch of gold, even in an office space.
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